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Description
PRECISION® Nitrile Pouider Free Exam Gloves a.re formurdl€d
to offer extra softness and superior stretch to maximize comfort and
minimize hand fatigue. The surface is textured for improved grip
during both wet and dry procedures. They are packaged in  loo-count
boxes and available in a violet color in sizes XS, S, M, L, and XL.
PRECISION® Nitrile Powder Free Exam Gloues we;Ie ever.ua.iedby
43 consultants in  1662 uses. These nitrile gloves received a 91%
clinical rating.

Product Features
Consultants liked the deep violet color of pjzEC+SJOIV® IVz.fro.de PoowcJer
Free Exzz7ce G/oc/cs. These gloves felt stretchy and more elastic than other
nitrile gloves, providing a comfortable fit. The elasticity made them
easy to don, and they were resistant to tearing. The  100-count boxes
evaluated were packed such that individual gloves could be dispensed
ea;stly. 540/o of cor[sul+a.ms raL+ed PRECISION® Nitrile Pou)der Free
E#47" G/oc/es better than other nitrile gloves they have used and 370/o
rated them equivalent.  81 °/o of consultants would switch to these gloves
and 910/o would recommend them.
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Description
Jt4tlzt4C[E® is a lightweight, powder-free, nitrile exam glove. These aqua
blue-colored gloves have textured fingertips and are available in sizes XS,
S, M, L and XL. Two hundred gloves are stacked flat in each box for
single glove dispensing. A4+RICZE®was evaluated by 47 consultants in
2460 uses. These nitrile gloves received a 90% clinical rating.

Product Features
A4+lzz4C[E®gloves are soft and flexible, enhancing user comfort. The
thin 3-mil fingertips enhance tactile sensitivity.  Fit of these gloves varied
among individuals, but generally consultants found that those with long
fingers were especially comfortable in A4+lzz4C[E® gloves. A number
of consultants mentioned durability and tear resistance of these gloves.
The packaging made dispensing easier than many other nitrile gloves.
490/o of consultants rated J14+lR4C[E® better than other nitrile gloves
they were using and 320/o rated it equivalent.  57% would switch to
A4tlR4C[E® and 81 0/o would recommend the product [o a colleague.
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RATINGS:

Excellent     +++++
very Goo`d   + + + +
Good              +++       _

Consul:an:s.  Co-`meits      -
"Thin yet resistant to tearing."

"Good f a f;or non-htex gloves."

"Very little sagg:ing, and ujhen |]ulled on they Stayed in position -

no shpping off:"
``The grip is better than other nitrlle gloves."

"The |]acleaging u)as excelleut. I didm't |]ull out half the box trying to

get just one."
"They bad more Stretch tbdn most other nitrile gloves."

c`Great color."

"Stretch more than other ndrile gloves.»

"Fina[ky . . . a glove with fingers that are long enottghl."

"Soft feel and good tactile sense.

``Gloves were not |>acked overly tight in tl}e box-easy to dispense."
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